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Alien temple found on Mars in April 2022

The fascinating realm of ufologists is constantly marked by  incredible discoveries , and this time, ufologist Scott C.
Waring has delivered a find that is sure to fuel discussions and speculations within the scientific community and
among enthusiasts of enigmas. While scrutinizing images captured by NASA's Perseverance rover on Mars, Waring
spotted a structure that cannot go unnoticed: a building that strikingly resembles an ancient temple, complete with a
doorway spacious enough for a human being to walk through.

What makes this discovery even more remarkable is the architectural complexity of the structure. The door is uniquely
designed, wider at the top and narrower at the bottom, a design choice that is impossible to ignore. It is evident that
constructing such an edifice required advanced architectural skills, raising a tantalizing question: who could have built
such a structure on Mars, and for what purpose?

To comprehend this discovery, it is useful to draw parallels with similar structures here on Earth. In England and
Malta, for instance, similar ancient structures dating back 5,000 to 7,000 years have been uncovered. However, we
know very little about the peoples who constructed them because they lacked writing methods to leave behind a record
of their history. Thus, these structures are the sole testimonies to their existence. This situation eerily mirrors that of
Mars. No signs of writing or engraved words are visible on the red planet. Nevertheless, monumental cut stone blocks
compose this incredible structure on the hillside.

The question that arises is: how could a structure of such magnitude go unnoticed for so long by NASA? Scott C.
Waring visited the NASA website and found an original image taken this week by the Mars Perseverance rover,
providing indisputable proof that ancient intelligent extraterrestrials lived, thrived, and built astonishing megalithic
structures on Mars.

Of course, this discovery raises numerous questions. Who were these ancient builders? Why did they choose Mars as
the location for such a structure? What was its purpose? For now, the answers to these questions remain mysteries, but
one thing is certain: the red planet continues to unveil secrets that challenge our understanding of the universe's history.
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